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Pop, international, dance, trance 14 MP3 Songs WORLD: Middle East, POP: Party Pop Details: This

album includes many Persian songs from domestic Iranian artists. Among them all, there are two very

especial songs, from three artists whom the story of their lives sounds more like a fairytale. These two

songs have been produced underground and illegally in Iran and since they were not authorized, by the

government, to be published the producers were forced to distribute their work through the internet. Now

everyone who has heard their songs is a fan. And the fact is that most of their fans are those who

appreciate their music not their physical appearances or their personalities because none of them has

really seen them nor knows who they really are. But I was fortunate enough to meet with them, during my

trip to Iran, a month ago, and convince to allow us to publish their work here in United States. The first

track of this album, Khial e to (Your memories), belongs to a singer known as Benjamin. This song offers

the memorable chord structure of the euro dance songs of the 90s along with the arrangement and

composition that we all seek for in the music that we listen to daily, these days. Each track of this album

has got a story of its own, but the second song is what I call the great duet. This song futures two singers

with two types of audience, musical styles and the same first names. Mohsen Chavoshi and Mohsen

Yeganeh. Other than the first two tracks this album features many artists whom sometimes have to fight

with many governments restrictions and make many unnecessary adjustments to their music, just in order

to get their music heard by their audiences. PLEASE ENJOY WHAT HAS BEEN WORKED HARD FOR
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